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Analytical Performance of Envisia: 
A Genomic Classifier for Usual 
Interstitial Pneumonia Pattern



RATIONALE
The Envisia Genomic Classifier is a laboratory 
developed test (LDT) which differentiates usual 
interstitial pneumonia (UIP) from non-UIP in 
transbronchial biopsies (TBB), potentially avoiding 
costly and risky diagnostic surgery required to  
obtain UIP status on surgical tissue. In prospective 
validation on a cohort of 49 subjects with interstitial 
lung disease, Envisia shows specificity of 88%  
[CI 68-97%] and sensitivity of 67% [CI 45-84%].1 

To ensure patient safety and efficacy, LDTs must 
meet strict regulatory requirements for accuracy, 
reproducibility, and robustness of test results under 
conditions which emulate the operational and biological 
variation that may be encountered under routine testing. 
Analytical verification studies are designed to assess 
test performance when key pre-analytical and analytical 
parameters are varied. Here we report the analytical 
characteristics of the Envisia test.

METHODS
Envisia uses an RNA Next Generation Sequencing (NGS) 
assay (Illumina RNA Access) on pooled RNA samples 
composed of multiple (3-5) TBBs per patient. Expression 
count data for 190 genes is classified by a machine 
learning algorithm, resulting in a classification score  
(~7 unit range typical) and patient call (UIP, non-UIP). 

We examined the quality of TBB sample RNA under 
varying storage times. We evaluated the reproducibility 
of Envisia test scores within runs, between runs, and 
between laboratories using technical replicates of three 
pooled TBB samples, and in response to varying input 
amount and deliberately introduced DNA contamination. 
We both simulated and directly tested sample mixtures 
to explore the limits of detection (dilution) of UIP and 
non-UIP signals. We also examined the impact of sample 
quality, quantity and tissue sampling on classification. 
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FIGURE 4.
Envisia Classifier Scores Show a Slight Negative 
Correlation with TBB RNA Quality, Particularly  
in Non-UIP Subjects

Reference Label Correlation P-value

RIN

UIP -0.28 0.19

Non-UIP -0.4 0.05

All -0.39 0.006

DV200

UIP -0.14 0.52

Non-UIP -0.47 0.02

All -0.35 0.01

FIGURE 1.
TBB Samples Remain Stable Under Interim Storage
TBB samples are collected into RNAprotect preservative, and can be stored on site and shipped at  
2-8°C for up to 18 days in total, prior to long term storage at -80°C. The percentage of total RNA  
fragments > 200 nt (DV200, y-axis), a measure of RNA quality, is plotted for groups of samples with  
similar (binned) interim storage times (x-axis). 

FIGURE 2.
Envisia Test Results are Reproducible
The standard deviation and 95% CI of scores (y-axis) is shown for technical replicates of three  
TBB samples processed within the same run, across different runs in the same laboratory, and in  
different laboratories. The dashed line indicates the maximum tolerable SD of 0.48, based on  
simulation studies. The combined SD of UIP and non-UIP TBB scores, illustrating the range of  
biological variation, is shown for comparison.
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TABLE 1.
Limits of Detection for Non-UIP and UIP by Envisia

*The proportion of diluent where 90% of simulations correctly call the TBB pool label.

Diluent proportion where  
TBB signal is lost

TBB Pool 
and Label  Diluent  Diluent Label  By Simulation 

(90% LOD*)  In Vitro Result

Non-UIP SLB UIP 59% [CI: 57-60%] > 65%

UIP SLB normal adjacent 
tissue 34% [CI: 32-36%] > 23%

UIP SLB non-UIP 23% [CI: 21-25%] > 18%

UIP normal blood N/A 27% [CI: 26-28%] > 22%

B

A

Score differences, a measure of variability, are shown for technical replicates of the same three samples  
at varying input amounts around the nominal test input of 15ng. 

FIGURE 3.
Envisia Test Results are Stable Under Varying  
RNA Input Amounts and DNA Contamination

Score differences are shown when 30% DNA by total nucleic acid mass is added to 15ng total RNA. 
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RESULTS
TBB RNA quality remains stable during interim  
storage at 2-8°C (Figure 1). The Envisia test is 
reproducible from total RNA through to Envisia test 
results when laboratory operators, reagents, and 
equipment are varied (SD of classifier scores of 0.20 on 
a >7 unit scale, e.g. ~2.9% of the score range) (Figure 2). 
Varying RNA input through a 6-fold range, or adding 
up to 30% DNA by mass does not appreciably affect 
test results (Figure 3). Sample mixtures suggest that 
UIP signal can be detected in dilutions containing up 
to ~20% by mass of RNA of blood or a non-UIP sample 
(Table 1). Higher quality RNA samples show a trend 
towards greater score separation (increased dynamic 
range) for non-UIP subjects (Figure 4).

CONCLUSION
The Envisia test is analytically robust, showing high 
reproducibility under routine testing conditions and 
in response to testing variation. The Envisia test 
demonstrates the analytical performance necessary  
for routine clinical use in informing patient care.


